
Since December 2010, three incidents 
have been reported in Pakistan in which 
the suicide bombers were females. The 
first suicide attack was reported on 25 De-
cember 2010 when a veil-clad female sui-
cide bomber entered a food distribution 
center of the World Food Program in Ba-
jaur Agency and blew herself up in the 
middle of the crowd. Forty-three people 
were killed and more than 100 others were 
injured in the attack. The second suicide 
attack was on 25 June 2011 when a young 
Uzbek couple blew themselves up at a 
police station in Dera Ismail Khan and 
killed at least 10 police officials. The third 
and most recent suicide attack was on 11 
August 2011 in Peshawar. A woman sui-
cide bomber blew herself up near the se-
curity check post. Another woman, aside 
from the bomber, was killed in the blast. 
The Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), a 
local Taliban group based in various parts 
of the Federally Administrative Tribal Ar-
eas (FATA), claimed responsibility for 
these attacks and warned that they will 

carry out more such attacks in the future.  

 The emergence of female suicide 
bombers in Pakistan indicates a change in 
the trends and tactics of the terrorist 
groups. These incidents also highlight that 
terrorists can go to any extent to destabi-

Women Suicide Bombers: An Emerging Security Challenge for Pakistan 
Saba Noor 
The increasing involvement of women in suicide bombings in Pakistan highlights the emergence of a new 
trend in the terrorists’ strategy, and one that could further complicate the country’s security environment. 
While the number of such attacks is still limited, the emergence of this phenomenon requires serious 
analysis.  I n s i d e  t h i s  
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lize the country even if they have to break 
the social norms vis-à-vis women. Pakistani 
society traditionally limits the role of women 
within the domain of family. Women do not 
usually participate in military operations un-
dertaken by militants as this is regarded as 

an area dominated by males.  

 Available literature on women radi-
calization and their involvement in terrorism 
highlights different individual factors 
(psychological and social) and social factors 
(norms of society, ideologies, destruction of 
the social system) as the motivational factors 
for women to join suicide terrorism. Rex 
Hudson, in his paper “The Sociology and 
Psychology of Terrorism: Who Becomes a 
Terrorist and Why” says that women can 

Screenshot of news of Pakistan’s first female suicide 

bomb attack on 25 December 2010.                      
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also become terrorists to avenge the death of their rela-
tives. But evidence gathered by Pakistani authorities 
shows that other than the radicalization factor, which is 
common in both male and female suicide bombers, 
young women are forced by their male family members 

like brothers and fathers to carry out suicide attacks.  

 Two separate cases demonstrate that rather 
than brainwashing young girls, terrorists are using pres-
sure tactics to convince them to carry out suicide at-
tacks. The first case was reported in early January 2010 
when Meena Gull, an 11 year old Afghan refugee, es-
caped from a suicide bomber training camp in Bajaur 
Agency. She told police that terrorist groups are trying to 
extend their strategic reach by recruiting young females 
to become suicide bombers. Gull told security officials 
that her father and two brothers, who were involved in 
burning down schools in Swat, pressured her to carry 
out a suicide bombing. However, she was reluctant to 
carry out such an attack and managed to escape. On 19 
June 2011, security forces arrested another eight year 
old girl, Sohana Javed, from the Lower Dir district in 
Khuber Pakhtunkhawa province. The girl said that she 
was kidnapped by terrorists from Peshawar and was 
forced to wear a suicide jacket. The terrorists dropped 
her off near a security outpost and left her to detonate 
the bomb. At that point, Sohana shouted for help and 

surrendered to authorities.   

 There is also the case of two sisters, Arifa and 
Saba, who were radicalized by Fazlullah, the TTP com-
mander based in Swat. The sisters were willing to par-
ticipate in a suicide mission but they were both arrested 
in Swat in 2009. This incident highlights how women can 
be manipulated by radical and extremist groups in the 

name of religion.  

Women as suicide bombers 

 Women in Pakistan can become suicide bomb-
ers for a variety of other reasons as well. First, Pakistan 
is a culturally conservative society where a woman’s 
freedom is conditioned by cultural values and traditional 
practices. This has restricted women access to educa-

tion and other opportunities. There are segments within 
traditional Pakistani society which has a negative per-
ception of women educated in schools. In the rural ar-
eas, women can only get a religious education in Ma-
drassas. Even some affluent and upper-class families 
prefer to send their female family members to Madras-
sas instead of mainstream schools due to religious con-
siderations. Unfortunately, most of the Madrassas in 
Pakistan are outside of the government’s control. Most 
of these schools are very rigid in their ideas and many of 
them have been infiltrated or misused by terrorist 
groups. Radical and extremist ideas are easily spread 
amongst the students and this makes them a vulnerable 
part of society. Students of these Madrassas, including 
women, are deprived of the true teachings of Islam and 
thus remain vulnerable to indoctrination by extremist 

groups.  

 Second, the involvement of female suicide 
bombers can provide tactical leverage to the militant 
groups. The prevailing traditional and conservative norm 
that women are soft and weak, coupled with the reluc-
tance of the overwhelmingly male security forces to ver-
bally confront or conduct rigorous physical checks, al-
lows the female suicide bomber greater freedom of 
movement. Furthermore, the specific dressing style and 
use of a Burqa (veil used to cover from head to toe) also 
provides an advantage for women suicide bombers as 
they can wear the suicide belt beneath the dress and 

avoid detection.  

 Third, there are not enough women in the police 
and security services to cope with a security scenario in 
which females could present a significant threat.  Also, 
the country’s cultural norms discourage the deployment 

of women in roadside check posts. 

 Fourth, the recruitment of young women as sui-
cide bombers ultimately helps terrorist groups to in-
crease the number of their combatants. Those can be 

recruited as a reserve force as and when necessary. 
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How to respond? 

 The involvement of women in suicide terrorism 
in Pakistan poses serious challenges for law enforce-
ment. Government and security agencies must under-
take special measures to counter this dangerous trend. 
As most of the women lack correct religious knowledge 
and rely on limited and distorted sources of information, 
clerics should be involved in providing counter narra-
tives to rebut the propaganda that helps to recruit 

women as suicide bombers.  

 The media should also act more proactively and 
help project suicide terrorism as against traditional and 
religious obligations. In that regard, Fatwas issued by 

prominent religious clerics will be useful.  

 Enhancing the capabilities of the country’s se-
curity intelligence agencies is also necessary to prevent 
the recruitment of women as potential suicide bombers. 
Security screenings in roadside checkpoints should also 
be enhanced with the deployment of additional women 

personnel.  

Conclusion  

 A large-scale recruitment of female suicide 
bombers in Pakistan is not likely to take place anytime 
soon. Women in Pakistan society still have traditional 
roles which prevent them from participating in militant 
operations. Nonetheless, the country still needs to craft 
a strategy that would address this emerging phenome-

non as it critically impinges on Pakistan’s security.  
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Regulating Non-Profit Organizations (NPOs) to Counter Financing 
of Terrorism: A Double-edged Sword? 
Dharitri Dwivedy* 
NPOs and charities are viewed as potential weak spots in global initiatives against money laundering 
and terrorist financing. The dynamic expansion of the NPO sector in the absence of strong regulatory 
culture has become a matter of concern in many countries. However, the overregulation or 
indiscriminate regulation of NPOs could be counterproductive. 
*The author is a PhD student in Madras Christian College, University of Madras, working on 
Terrorism, Philanthropy and Civil Society. 
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in a process of “competitive deregula-
tion” - transferring assets to private initia-
tives to deliver public goods in terms of 
socio-economic development and hu-
man security projects. This has posi-
tioned NPOs as vital partners for socio-
economic change and addressing issues 
that were previously the sole domain of 
the state. NPOs not only complement 
government functions, they often act as 
alternative service providers where state
-initiated service provision is inadequate 
or even non-existent.  
 Despite their vital stakes in the 
overall developmental process, the ac-
tivities of some NPOs have become a 
matter of serious concern. Much of the 
risks involve the receipt and use of 
funds, most particularly those sourced 
from foreign donors or charitable agen-
cies.  The lack of transparency in terms 
of domestic and external funding 
sources permeates across the entire 
NPO sector.  Some NPOs were found to 
use funds for projects and activities out-
side the scope of their core objectives. 
Some indulged in practices that could 
threaten the stability of the concerned 
country or nurture sectarian ideals which 
could disrupt social cohesion and com-
munal harmony. Many more continue to 
fund violent groups. 
  Traditionally, NPOs have been 
exploited by terrorist groups as fund-
raising machineries. For example, before 

In September 2010, the Financial Action 
Task Force (FATF), an intergovernmen-
tal organization that sets global stan-
dards in anti-money laundering and 
countering the financing of terrorism 
(AML/CFT), warned Bangladesh that the 
country is faced with a “significant risk of 
money laundering and some risk of ter-
rorism financing.”  Among the deficien-
cies in the country’s AML/CFT regime 
listed by the FATF were those concern-
ing the regulation of non-profit organiza-
tions (NPOs). According to the evalua-
tion of the FATF's Regional Review 
Group (RRG), there was no overall strat-
egy to identify and address money laun-
dering and the risk of terrorist financing 
in Bangladesh’s NPO sector which in-
cluded a cocktail of almost 60,000 regis-
tered societies, associations, clubs, 
companies limited by guarantee and 
foundations. The supervision of the NPO 
sector as a whole was inadequate and 
compliance with registration and the obli-
gation to financial reporting was very 
low. Even though the Bangladeshi gov-
ernment has made considerable pro-
gress to address these deficiencies, the 
risk of NPOs being exploited by terrorist 
or extremist groups remain not only in 
Bangladesh but also in many other 
countries of the world 
Partners in Development 
 In almost every country of the 
world, governments have been engaged 
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September 2001, groups like Al Qaeda, Jemaah Islami-
yah and many others relied extensively on networks of 
NPOs that channelled funds, resources, supplies, and 
recruits.  A number of NPOs in Indonesia, Pakistan, the 
Philippines, Bangladesh and others have been impli-
cated in diverting resources to finance terrorism or the 
activities of institutions linked to terrorist groups. More 
importantly, terrorist groups have used NPOs as a cover 
for their nefarious activities. In many countries of the 
world, NPOs linked to or operated by terrorist groups 
are held in high regard by providing communities they 
represent with basic services. These include education, 
childcare, healthcare, and other services that respective 
governments do not provide or are incapable of provid-
ing.  
 NPOs have also been increasingly active par-
ticipants in rescue, relief, and rehabilitation work in the 
event of natural disasters.  For example, during the 
2005 earthquake and 2010 and 2011 flooding in Paki-
stan, NPOs like Falah-e-Insaniyat Foundation (FIF), 
were the first to reach the affected areas and distribute 
aid before government resources could be mobilized. 
The same organizations also provided relief to persons 
dislocated from different parts of Pakistan’s tribal areas 
as a result of military operations against the Taliban mili-
tants.  Despite the service provision however, some of 
these NPOs are suspects, due to their links to violent 
groups, perceived or otherwise. 

NPO Regulation 
 In the aftermath of the 11 September 2001 at-
tacks in the United States (US), there has been an in-
crease in efforts to counter terrorist financing by imple-
menting measures to regulate possible sources and 
conduits of funds.  The US, being the main target of the 
attacks, led initiatives against terrorists groups, including 
their sources of funding, designated terrorists and terror-
ist organizations, their subsidiaries, front organizations, 
agents and associates. Various international institutions 
like the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), inter-governmental organizations like the FATF 
and the FATF Style Regional Bodies (FSRB), regional 
organizations like the European Union (EU), the Organi-
zation of American States (OAS),   the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the South Asian 
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and re-
spective jurisdictions have initiated measures to counter 
the financing of terrorism. 
 NPOs and charities are viewed as potential 
weak spots in global initiatives against money launder-
ing and terrorist financing.  Accordingly, FATF’s Special 
Recommendation VIII specifically deals with NPOs, urg-
ing countries to ensure that these entities could not be 
misused by terrorist organisations by posing as legiti-
mate organizations; exploited as conduits for terrorist 
financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset 
freezing measures; and used as fronts to conceal or 
obscure the clandestine diversion of funds intended for 
legitimate purposes, to terrorist organisations. Conse-
quently, governments and NPOs are obliged to identify 
risks and develop effective regulatory systems to pro-
mote accountability and transparency within the sector 
to regulate fundraising and improve NPO governance 
through self-regulation and/or by strengthening supervi-
sion and investigation powers.   
 Results are mixed; in many jurisdictions, exploi-
tation of the NPO sector by the terrorists has become 
rather difficult while in many others, the same continues 
with impunity. In many countries designated NPOs have 
resurfaced with different names with or without the 
knowledge of the authorities. There is also insufficient 
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political will to stop NPOs from diverting funds to terror-
ism. Partly this stems from the intermixing of religion 
and politics and ambivalent attitude towards regulation 
of NPOs in many jurisdictions.   
 While some countries have systems in place to 
entail NPOs to divulge their sources and end-users of 
the funds, there is not much enforcement. Most nations 
would have an agency to supervise and control NPOs 
and mandate them to submit their annual returns to en-
sure that their financial transactions are recorded and 
reviewed. However, the main issue is that many of these 
organizations are not registered and do no not imple-
ment proper auditing procedures. Though international 
donors pressurise grantee NPOs to become more ac-
countable, they manage to escape proper audit for the 
money channelled through them. Moreover, NPOs are 
very sensitive to inquires and investigations and the ex-
isting measures are not enough to make them account 
for their activities and how they spend their funds. They 
could hide true purpose of their operations and camou-
flage their not-so charitable activities with the facade of 
legitimacy that the NPOs put up with their humanitarian 
missions. This has prompted calls for more regulatory 
oversight for the NPO sector. 
 There are signs of faster growth in respect of 
NPO- led initiatives of microfinance institutions (MFI) in 
many parts of the world. The potential of the sector is 
much evident with the entry of large corporations and 
the “business correspondent” and “business facilitator” 
model introduced by the commercial banks. While the 
Non-Banking Finance Companies dealing with micro 
finance are subject to rigorous regulatory pressure, NPO
-MFIs remain quite relaxed in this regard. This was the 
case in many parts of India until a crisis emerged in the 
sector in southern parts of the country compelling the 
state to introduce an appropriate framework for regula-
tion through the initiation of the Microfinance Institutions 
(Development and Regulation) Bill 2011. 
 NPOs thus remain to be one of the weakest 
links in global initiatives to counter the financing of ter-
rorism in particular and terrorism in general. The dy-
namic expansion of the NPO sector in the absence of 

strong regulatory culture has become a matter of con-
cern in many countries.   
 Overregulation – a double-edged sword 
 But overregulation or indiscriminate regulation 
of NPOs could be counterproductive. Operational trans-
parency and accountability would no doubt enhance the 
legitimacy of the sector and could prevent its abuse or 
misuse. But excessive regulation or bureaucratic inter-
ference could frustrate the very rationale of having 
NPOs as an alternative or adjunct vehicle for delivery of 
crucial public goods.   There is also concern that control 
of activities of these organizations may encroach on 
such fundamental rights as freedom of association and 
freedom of expression and that too much control may 
stifle the spirit of philanthropy among the donors. 
 Self-regulation is considered one of the ways to 
ensure transparency and accountability without sacrific-
ing autonomy. One such example is the Caucus of De-
velopment NPO Network (CODE-NPO) in the Philip-
pines which plays a major role in developing self regula-
tion through NPO certification process to standardise 
operations, monitor activities and improve credibility.  
The Philippine Council for NPO Certification (PCNC) 
established for this purpose certifies the legitimacy, ac-
countability and transparency of NPOs, especially those 
that receive donations from individuals or corporations. 
Only NPOs certified by the PCNC are eligible for tax-
deductible donations. 
 However, it is often argued that self regulation is 
not enough to ensure accountability and therefore there 
should be more formal regulations and frequent evalua-
tion of NPO activities. Others argue that more formal 
procedures would affect the capacity of the NPOs and 
frustrate the very purposes for which these entities are 
set up in the first place. In the Indian context for exam-
ple, the functioning of Council for Advancement of Peo-
ple’s Action and Rural Technology (CAPART), National 
Wastelands Development Board and Central Social 
Welfare Board indicate how government regulation can 
stifle the normal functioning and growth of the NPO sec-
tor. 
  

Cont. to Page 7 
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Balancing regulations and autonomy 
 The use of financial indicators and tools – such 
as “know your donor,” and “know your beneficiary,” 
much like the ones used by investigations into money 
laundering and terrorist financing, would be useful for 
authorities to be able to detect terrorist-infiltrated NPOs.  
It is essential to outline  some of the more common ty-
pologies used by terrorist groups and list  the type of  
financial activities and transactions which should be 
flagged as a suspicious activity of a NPO. Similar to anti
-money laundering procedures, the relevant authorities 
should see to it that they know what NPOs are all about, 
who are the key stakeholders, especially those who 
manage the organizations, the nature of their opera-
tions, their beneficiaries and their transactions. Addition-
ally, it is important to monitor where the money ulti-
mately lands. This would allow authorities to detect if a 
NPO is operating as a financial conduit for terrorist 
groups. 
 While freezing the assets of a suspected terror-
ist-affiliated NPO could disrupt the financial network of 
the group, it could also mean a lost opportunity for genu-
ine humanitarian operations and delivery of other public 
goods. Targeting NPOs indiscriminately could have 
negative strategic consequences, especially in those 
areas where delivery and implementation of state-based 
social services are slow in coming, inadequate or even 
non-existent. In such a scenario, governments must be 
able to provide sustainable and accessible services to 
the needy, so that they would not be obliged to accept 
aid coming from NPOs, especially those with suspected 
terrorism links.  This would help eliminate the threat im-
plicit in the NPO sector where the opportunity to provide 
social welfare also equips terrorists to advance their 
own nefarious aims. It is also important that govern-
ments demonstrate political will and assume a leader-
ship role in balancing policies, procedures, and regula-
tions concerning NPO governance so that they continue 
to be partners in development, deliver other important 
public goods and not be used as fronts for terrorism. 
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